Echoing Louis Pasteur's quote, we submit the premise that it is advantageous to define measures of distance between requirements specifications, because such measures open up a wide range of possibilities both in theory and in practice. In this paper, we present a mathematical basis for measuring distances between specifications, and show how our measures of distance can be used to address concrete problems that arise in the practice of software engineering.
Introduction: Measures of Distance and their Applications

Structural vs Functional Distance
Traditionally, measures of distance are defined in mathematics to reflect some concept of proximity between elements of a set; distance is usually quantified by a function that takes its values in the set of non-negative real numbers, and satisfies some predefined axioms. In this paper, we investigate functions that have distance-like properties, where the set of interest is the set of program specifications; we interpret the term program specification in a general sense, referring to an abstract specification, a detailed program or any design description in between. Before we discuss potential applications of measures of distance, we must first recognize that it is possible to distinguish between two kinds of measures of distance:
Functional distance. Functional distance (also referred to as semantic distance) reflects to what extent two specifications act alike, i.e. capture similar functional properties.
Structural distance. Structural distance (also referred to as syntactic distance) reflects to what extent two specifications (or programs, or designs) look alike, i.e. have similar structures.
These measures are fairly orthogonal, as the following example illustrates: a program that computes the sum of an array and a program that computes the product of an array look alike (short structural distance) since they differ by minute details (the initial value is 0 vs 1, the cumulative operation is + vs ) but do not act alike (long functional distance) since they hardly ever return the same output for the same input; on the other hand, a program that sorts an array by selection sort and a program that sorts an array by binary sort act alik e (short functional distance), since they produce the same outputs for common inputs, but do not look alike (long structural distance) since they have totally different program structures. With this distinction in mind, we review some of the applications of measures of distance between specifications.
Software Adaptation. We consider two versions V 0 and V 1 of some base software product V , and we suppose that V 0 was obtained by adding feature F 0 to V , whereas V 1 was obtained by adding feature F 1 to V . We are interested in developing a version W that has features F 0 and F 1 and we wish to decide whether it is best to add feature F 0 to V 1 or feature F 1 to V 0 . We submit that this decision can be taken by comparing the distance of W and V 0 against the distance between W and V 1 . Further, we submit that the measure of distance that applies here is a structural distance, since we want to select the version that looks most like the solution to W (hence requires least adaptation effort). See the figure below: 
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If we let be the measure of structural distance that we are using, then the decision at hand can be taken by comparing the distances (W; V 0 ) and (W; V 1 ).
Software Integration. We consider two software assets C 0 and C 1 , and a specification K that we wish to satisfy by means of C 0 or C 1 , under the condition that we cannot modify the assets -rather we use them as black boxes. We ponder the question of how to tell whether it is more economical to use C 0 or C 1 . We submit again that this can be decided by comparing the distance between K and C 0 against the distance between K and C 1 .
Further, we submit that the measure of distance that applies here is a functional distance: because we are not going to be concerned with how C 0 and C 1 look, structural distance is irrelevant; on the other hand, because we are interested in identifying the asset whose function best approximates K (that would require least extra functional features), we want to use functional distance. If we let ' be the measure of functional distance that we are using, then the decision at hand can be taken by comparing the distances '(K; C 0 ) and '(K; C 1 ). 
Software Retrieval. This question generalizes, in fact, the preceding two questions, and so will, fittingly, our answer. We assume that we have a library of software assets, and we have found that no asset in the library satisfies some query K. We ponder the question of how to identify those assets of the library that best approximate query K? The generic answer is that we want to select all the assets of the library that minimize some measure of distance to the query: Under the hypothesis of white box reuse (where assets are adapted before reuse), we select a measure of structural distance; and under the hypothesis of black box reuse (where assets are reused verbatim), we select a measure of functional distance.
Software Reuse. Imagine that we have identified an asset C that minimizes the measure of distance to query K among all candidate assets in the library. We are not out of the woods yet: we still have to determine whether it is best to use C to satisfy K or perhaps to find a solution to K from scratch; it may well be that the closest asset to K is still not close enough. In principle, this question can be answered by comparing the distance between K and C against the distance between K and the null specification (which represents the absence of functional features). Depending on whether we are interested in using C verbatim or after adaptation, we deploy a measure of functional distance or a measure of structural distance.
These are but a sample of the range of applications that we can envisage for measures of distance; we trust that the reader can think of others. It is easy to imagine cases when a small syntactic modification causes a large functional impact (examples include: a crucial initialization, a crucial loop condition, an important program parameter, a program wide constant). It is equally easy to imagine cases where profound syntactic modifications cause little or no functional impact (examples include: a set of widely different versions of a software product, an unoptimized and an optimized version of some compiler). This discussion illustrates briefly the orthogonality between functional distance and structural distance (which reflects the modification effort): we can produce a large functional distance with a minor modification and a small functional distance with a profound modification. In light of this observation, one may argue that functional distance is immaterial since it cannot reliably predict the modification effort. Our position can be defined by the following premises.
While structural distance can be defined to reflect the modification effort between a user query and an available software component, it cannot be used to measure it. In order to predict/estimate the modification effort one has to perform the modification, but we are precisely interested in estimating the modification effort prior to the modification process, to determine whether the process is worthwhile/cost-effective.
By contrast, functional distance can be estimated by inspection of the specifications at hand (rather than the modification process), hence can be measured upstream of the modification process (thereby helping to decide whether the modification is cost-effective/worthwhile). While modification effort is not commensurate with functional distance, we do expect it nevertheless to be reasonably correlated in general. Hence in the absence of other information, it is reasonable to use functional distance as a predictor of structural distance.
By deriving formal definitions for these two notions in this paper, we propose to shed light on the nature of their relationship and provide means to investigate it further.
Making Do with Functional Distance
Even though we recognize the need to distinguish between structural and functional distance, we also admit that, in the context of this paper (and perhaps beyond), we can only define and apply measures of functional distance. Indeed, measures of structural distance reflect the way in which specifications are represented, rather than the functional properties that the specifications represent. In order for us to define a measure of structural between specifications, we need to verify two conditions: first, a uniform representation of all our specifications of interest; second, a canonical scheme that allows us to define a unique representation (perhaps within some equivalence relation) for each specification. It turns out that both conditions are unrealistic: the first condition cannot be satisfied because we want to apply our measure of distance to arguments that may vary from an abstract specification (represented by a structureless relation) to a program (represented in some source language); the second condition cannot be satisfied because we dont know of any such canonical representation (the same specification can be represented in a variety of ways, none of which can be characterized as being canonical). Also, consider that when, in the context of white box software retrieval (section 1.1), we talk of the structural distance between K and C, we are not referring to how much K looks like C (they probably look very different because K is a structureless specification and C is a very detailed program) -rather we are interested in how much C looks like a solution to K. The only way we can assess that with any precision is to derive a solution C 0 to K then estimate the structural distance between C and C 0 ; this typically defeats any purpose we may have for using distances at all. Hence, while we recognize the distinction between measures of structural distance and measures of functional distance, we also admit that we are unable to define credible measures of structural distance; we focus our attention, in this paper, on defining and analyzing measures of functional distance between specifications.
The measures of functional distance that we define and discuss in this paper can be characterized by the following premises.
They take their values, not in the set of real numbers (as traditional measures of distance do), but in the set of specifications; they can be used to compare proximity by virtue of a partial ordering relation that is defined on the set of specifications.
They depend on the functional properties of specifications, and are independent of the representation of specifications; consequently, they can be used to estimate the distance between two specifications, a specification and a program, two programs, etc.
The derivation and comparison of measures of distance is carried out in a systematic, formula-based manner; it can be automated (although not fully, due to undecidability), using general purpose theorem provers for first order logic.
In the absence of a better option, we will use measures of functional distance to model, not only cases where a functional measure of distance is required, but also cases where a structural measure of distance is required. Our rationale for using functional distance when structural distance is required is that, while it is possible to invent pathotological cases when these measures are orthogonal, they are generally fairly correlated; subsequent experimentation will bear this rationale out.
Organization
Our measures of functional distance stem from a subtraction operation that we define on relational specifications, which in turn stem from an addition operation. In addition, the comparison between distances, which gives meaning to the notion of proximity, stems from an ordering relation between specifications. In section 2, we introduce in turn relational specifications, the partial ordering relation that we need for proximity, and the addition operation that we need to define subtraction. In section 3, we discuss three elementary measures of distance, and discuss their properties and their physical interpretation. In section 4, we discuss an experiment whose purpose is to investigate whether measures of functional distance can be used to predict integration costs in the context of black box software retrieval (re: item Software Integration, section 1.1). In section 5, we discuss an experiment whose purpose is to investigate whether measures of functional distance can be used to predict adaptation costs in the context of white box software retrieval (re: item Software Adaptation, section 1.1); because in this investigation we are using measures of functional distance to model structural distance, we expect to find a weaker correlation than in section 4 -and experimental results will bear our expectations out. Section 6 discusses our prospects of future research, and section 7 summarizes our results, assess them, and compares them to other similar efforts.
Background: Relational Specifications
Specifying with Relations
A relation R from set X to set Y is a subset of the cartesian product X Y . A homogeneous relation on set S is a subset of the cartesian product S S. It is without loss of generality that, for the sake of simplicity, we focus much of our discussion in this paper on homogeneous relations: a relation from X to Y can always be interpreted as a homogeneous relation on S = X Y . Constant relations on set S include the universal relation, denoted by L, the identity relation, denoted by I, and the empty relation, denoted by . Among relevant relational operations we cite the product of two relations R and R 0 , which we denote by R R 0 (or by RR 0 when this raises no ambiguity) and define by R R 0 = f(s; s 0 )j9t : (s; t) 2 R^(t; s 0 ) 2 R 0 g; the complement of relation R, which we denote by R and define by R = L n R, and the inverse of relation R which we denote by b R and define by b R = f(s; s 0 )j(s 0 ; s) 2 Rg: If the pair (s; s 0 ) is in relation R, we say that s is an argument of R and that s 0 is an image of s by R. The set of arguments of a relation is denoted by dom(R) and referred to as the domain of R. The set of images of a relation is denoted by rng(R) and referred to as the range of R. Unary operators (inverse, complement, domain, range) have the highest operator priority (are applied first), followed by the product, followed by set theoretic operators (intersection, then union). A relation F on S is said to be deterministic if and only if b FF I; we then say that F is a function. We use relations to represent specifications; a relational specification R contains all the input/output pairs that the specifier considers correct. For all s 2 dom(R), candidate programs are expected to return an output s 0 such that (s; s 0 ) 2 R. For elements outside of dom(R), candidate programs may behave arbitrarily, including fail to terminate.
Typically, set S is defined by a set of variable declarations, and candidate programs operate on these variables; a program P on space S defines a function from initial values to final values of S, which we denote by P .
Example.
We consider space S = real and we propose to represent some versions of a square root specification; for each version we will present an interpretation of the requirements, then write the corresponding relation.
Produce an arbitrary (non-negative or negative) square root of non-negative arguments; ignore negative arguments.
Q 0 = f(s; s 0 )js 02 = sg:
Produce the non-negative square root of non-negative arguments; ignore negative arguments. Produce an arbitrary (non-negative or negative) square root of non-negative arguments; return zero for negative arguments.
Q 2 = f(s; s 0 )js 02 = sg f(s; s 0 )js < 0^s 0 = 0g:
Produce the non-negative square root of non-negative arguments; return zero for negative arguments. We consider another example, more in keeping with the experiments we will be running later in this paper.
Example. We let X be the set of syntactically correct Pascal programs, and let Y be the set of target-level assembly programs (produced by Pascal compilers). Further, we let X 0 be a subset of X, representing e.g. syntactically correct
Pascal programs that have no user-defined files. We present the specifications of four versions of Pascal compilers.
A compiler for Pascal programs that use no user-defined files; we let cor(x; y) represent the property that y is a correct target program for the source program x. C 0 = f(x; y)jx 2 X 0^c or(x; y)g:
An optimized compiler for Pascal programs that uses no user-defined files; we let opt(y) represent the property that target code y is optimized. 
Refinement Ordering
We wish to introduce an ordering between (relational) specifications to the effect that a specification is greater than another specification if and only if it captures stronger functional requirements. We refer to this ordering as the refinement ordering, and we define it as follows.
The refinement ordering is antisymmetric, reflexive, and transitive, hence it is a partial ordering. We admit without proof that R refines R 0 if and only if R has a larger domain than R 0 , and for all s in the domain of R 0 , the set of images of s by R is a subset of the set of images of s by R 0 . The following definition and proposition serve to give the reader some intuition for the meaning of the refinement ordering.
Definition 2 A program P on space S is said to be correct with respect to specification R on S if and only if P w R.
This definition is equivalent (modulo differences in notation) to traditional definitions of total correctness [13, 24] . The following proposition elucidates the meaning of the refinement ordering. This proposition stems readily from the definition of correctness and the transitivity of the refinement ordering. To conclude the discussion of the refinement ordering, we present, in Figure 1 , how the square root specifications and the compiler specifications presented above are ranked by this ordering. We interpret some of the statements presented in Figure 1: 1. Q 1 w Q 0 : A deterministic square root specification (which requires the non-negative square root) refines a non-deterministic square root specification (which accepts negative and non-negative square roots).
Q 2 w Q 0 :
A square root specification that makes provisions for all input arguments (negative and non-negative) refines a square root specification that only caters to non-negative arguments.
3. C 1 w C 0 :
The specification for an optimizing compiler refines the specification for a plain (not necessarily optimizing) compiler.
C 2 w C 0 :
The specification of a compiler that handles all syntactically correct Pascal programs refines the specification that handles only those that don't use user-defined data files. Figure 1 is reminiscent of a lattice structure; in the sequel, we investigate whether the refinement ordering has latticelike properties.
Refinement Lattice
In [7] , we have derived two propositions pertaining to the lattice properties of the refinement ordering. We present them here without proof, but with some discussion of their intuitive meaning. 
because these two expressions are not equal, R and R 0 do not satisfy the consistency condition.
As for the expression of the join, suffice it to say that (R t R 0 ) represents the specification that captures all the functional features of R (upper bound of R) and all the functional features of R 0 (upper bound of R 0 ) and nothing more (least upper bound). In other words, the join of R and R 0 represents the sum of all the functional features of R and R 0 . This sum can be derived only if R and R 0 do not contradict each other (re: the consistency condition).
Example. To illustrate the join operation, we consider again the example of the square root specifications and the compiler specifications, and we find.
The join of a deterministic square root specification (that computes the non-negative square root of non-negative arguments) and a non-deterministic square root specification that makes provisions for negative arguments is a square root specification that is deterministic and makes provisions for negative argument.
The join of C 1 and C 2 produces optimized object code for source programs that are in the Pascal subset, and non-optimized object code for source programs outside the designated Pascal subset; we write it as C 1 t C 2 = f(x; y)jx 2 X 0^c or(x; y)^opt(y)g f(x; y)jx 6 2 X 0^c or(x; y)g: This is refined by C 3 ; one can reach this conclusion either by applying the definition of the refinement ordering, or merely by observing that C 3 is an upper bound of C 1 and C 2 , hence it refines the join, which is the least upper bound.
2
In addition to discussing least upper bounds (joins), we also discuss greatest lower bounds (meets), which are introduced in the following proposition. The meet of R and R 0 is a specification that is refined by R (lower bound of R), refined by R 0 (lower bound of R 0 ), and is maximal (greatest lower bound): in other words, it captures all the functional features that are common to R and R 0 . Note, incidentally, that the definition of the refinement ordering is merely saying that R refines R 0 if and only if R u R 0 = R 0 .
Example. To illustrate the meet operation, we consider again the example of the square root specifications and the compiler specifications, and we find.
The meet of a deterministic square root specification (that computes the non-negative square root of non-negative arguments) and a non-deterministic square root specification that makes provisions for negative arguments is a square root specification that is non-deterministic and makes no provisions for negative argument.
2. C 1 t C 2 = C 0 :
The meet of an optimized compiler of a subset of Pascal with a plain (not necessarily optimized) compiler of full Pascal is a plain compiler of a subset of Pascal.
To further illustrate the concept of a meet, we consider the following examples:
1. If Inc is the specification of a sorting routine that sorts arrays in increasing order and Dec is the specification of a sorting routine that sorts arrays in decreasing order then
Mon = Inc u Dec
is the specification of a routine that sorts arrays in some unspecified order (increasing or decreasing).
2. If we consider the space S = natural and we let R and R 0 be defined by, respectively R = f(s; s 0 )js 30^s 0 = s + 1g. R 0 = f(s; s 0 )js 10^s 0 = s + 1g.
Then the meet of R and R 0 is defined by:
R u R 0 = f(s; s 0 )j10 s 30^s 0 = s + 1g.
2
In lattice theory [11, 32] , it is common to be interested in universal bounds for the lattice, namely: a universal upper bound, i.e. an element that is higher than all elements of the lattice, and a universal lower bound, i.e. an element that is lower than all elements of the lattice. The set of relational specifications ordered by the refinement ordering has a universal lower bound, which is the empty relation, but has no universal upper bound. The join and meet will be used in the sequel to define elementary measures of functional distance, which we then use to define compound measures of functional distance.
Elementary Measures of Distance
Given two specifications, we can measure their functional distance in a number of ways, depending on what aspects of their similarity or difference we wish to highlight. All the measures of distance that we introduce are based on three elementary operations, which we discuss in this section.
Greatest Lower Bound
In section 2.3, we had found that the greatest lower bound (meet) of two specifications can be interpreted to represent the common functional features that the specifications capture. As such, this operator is a natural candidate for a measure of distance. Like measures of distance, the meet is commutative; but unlike measures of distance, it increases as its arguments grow closer and decreases as its arguments grow apart. The minimal value of this operation is the empty relation, which is the universal lower bound of the refinement ordering. By its very definition, the meet of A and B is bound (above) by (cannot be higher than) A and B. 
2
Interpretation: the meet between two specifications can be understood by analogy with another more familiar lattice structure, viz. the lattice of the divides relation on the set of positive natural numbers. Measuring the proximity of two specifications by their meet is analogous to measuring the proximity of two positive natural numbers by their greatest common divisor: as the product of their common prime factors, it reflects to what extent the numbers have common factors.
Refinement Difference
Whereas the meet can be understood by analogy with greatest common divisors of positive natural numbers, refinement difference can be understood by analogy with numeric subtraction. Given two numbers a and b such that a b, the difference between a and b is defined by the equation a +x = b. We could not, by analogy, characterize the difference between two specifications A and B such that A v B by the equation A t X = B, because such a characterization is counter-intuitive: X = B is a solution to this equation irrespective of A; what we should be aiming for is really to find the least refined relation X that satisfies this equation. In addition, for reasons of existence of admissible solutions, we replace the equality by an inequality. This yields the following definition. Coming back to the analogy with numeric subtraction, note that the difference between a and b such that a b can also be written as the smallest value of x such that a + x b. The equation A t X w B has a feasible solution, which is X := B; indeed, because A v B, the join of A and B is defined and we find A t B = B. On the other hand, if we let be the set of feasible solutions to this equation, we find that this set is nonempty because B 2 . We let M be defined as the meet of all the elements of (which is known to exist, by virtue of the meet-completeness of the semi-lattice of specifications [15] ); by construction, M is refined by X, for any X 2 . On the other hand, M is a feasible solution, as we show briefly below:
Definition 3 Given two relations
This provides the existence of a unique optimal solution in X for the equation given in Definition 3; we denote the refinement difference of A from B by B A;
and we consider that this operator has a higher priority than lattice operators (t,u). An alternative characterization of the refinement difference is given by the following formula:
8X : XL \ AL = (X \ A)L : A t X w B , X w B A: The condition XL \ AL = (X \ A)L provides that A and X have a join: it is the condition under which the left hand side of the equivalence is defined. Now we turn our attention to deriving an explicit expression for the refinement difference operator.
Proposition 4
Given relations A and B such that A v B. We have:
A proof of this proposition is given in [36] . In this paper, we content ourselves with analyzing the significance of the proposed formula, using the illustration of Figure 2 . We consider Figure 2 , where A is drawn in the first column, B is drawn in the second column, and B A is drawn in the third column. Because A is refined by B, the domain of B is larger than the domain of A and the restriction of B to the domain of A is a subset of A. Whenever B is defined and A 
Given an arbitrary relation
A, the refinement difference A is defined and is equal to A.
We do include an original proposition, which will arise in subsequent discussions about the use of the refinement difference to estimate adaptation efforts. Clearly, A is refined by B, since A and B have the same domain and B is a subset of A.
We compute the refinement difference between A and B.
We now compute the expression (B A). While we have not ascertained that D is minimal (not that we need to: Proposition 4 provides that it is), we have at least established that it is refined by X, which is a "visible" solution to the equation A t X w B. As further practice, we present below an argument to the effect that D does solve the inequation above in X. First, we need to check that A and D do have a join. 2
AL \ DL
We now present an example in which we illustrate how the operation of refinement difference reflects the concept of proximity (hence can conceivably be used to measure some aspect of distance).
Example. We consider the space S = real and we define relations A, A 0 and B as follows: A = f(s; s 0 )js = s 02 g, A 0 = f(s; s 0 )js s 02 g, B = f(s; s 0 )js = s 02^s0 0g.
We want to prove that A is closer to B than A 0 . In practice, this may be applied by the observation that, given a specification B that we wish to satisfy, and given two candidate components that deliver properties A and A 0 , we are better off with A than with A 0 . This intuition will be borne out by the observation that the refinement difference B A is refined by (i.e. smaller than) the refinement difference B A 0 . The refinement difference between B and A was computed in the example above and found to be equal to:
B A = f(s; s 0 )js > 0^(s 6 = s 02 _ s 0 0)g:
We observe that B w A 0 , and now focus on B A 0 .
We now compute the expression (B A 0 ).
On the other hand, which distance is smaller (less refined). We find: A difference (subtraction) operation is a prerequisite to the definition of a measure of distance; in the sequel, we use this operation to define five candidate measures of distance between specifications.
Symmetric Refinement Difference
The operation which we introduce in this section is defined by analogy with the distance between two real numbers. Given two real numbers, we let their distance be the absolute value of their difference. In the set of specifications, we have a subtraction operation (introduced above) but we do not have an absolute value operation. However, we find that we can define the distance between two numbers by referring, not to the absolute value, but to the lattice operations derived from the inequality ordering:
jx ? yj = (x _ y) ? (x^y); where (x _ y) designates the least upper bound of x and y modulo inequality (i.e. max(x; y)) and (x^y) designates the greatest lower bound of x and y modulo inequality (i.e. min(x; y)). By analogy, we let our next measure of distance be the refinement difference between the join of two specifications and their meet.
Definition 4 Given two specifications A and B that have a join, we let their symmetric refinement difference be denoted by A B and be defined by
A B = (A t B) (A u B):
This operator is defined only if A and B have a join; when they do have a join, the term (A t B) refines (A u B) (traditional property of lattices) hence the refinement difference operator is defined (the first term is a refinement of the second term). Unlike traditional measures of distance, this operator is only partially defined; like traditional measures of distance, this operator increases (grows more refined) as arguments grow apart and decreases as they grow near each other. Figure 3 illustrates the intuition behind this operator. The following proposition establishes similar properties for the refinement distance, whenever it is defined.
Proposition 7
Given relations A, B and C such that A t B t C is defined, the following properties hold.
iv) A B t B C w A C.
Proof. Clause (i) stems readily from the observation that is the universal lower bound of the refinement ordering.
Clause (ii) can be inferred from Definition 4, which shows clearly that A and B play equivalent roles, since both the join and the meet are commutative. Clause (iii) stems from Proposition 5. In order to prove (iv), we let X be a While these distance-like operations appear esoteric, they do capture significant aspects in the practice of software engineering, as we discuss in the sequel. Specifically, we present two experiments, in which we highlight a non-trivial correlation between measures of functional distance between specifications and two problems that arise in the practice of software engineering: estimating and comparing the cost of integrating software components in software systems (Section 4); estimating and comparing the cost of adapting a software product to make it satisfy a specification which it does not originally satisfy (Section 5).
Application: Predicting Integration Costs
Component Integration Decisions
We consider two problems where we feel that measures of functional distance between specifications may be applied:
Choosing among integration candidates. We are given a specification K that we must satisfy with some component, and we are given two candidate components, say C 0 and C 1 , which can be used verbatim but cannot be modified. Given that neither C 0 nor C 1 satisfies specification K as is, and given that we cannot alter their function, we must add wrap-up code around them to make them satisfy specification K and integrate them into a host software system (which expects functionality K). The question that we wish to address is: how can we determine, by analyzing the functional requirements of K and the functional properties of C 0 and C 1 , which of C 0 or C 1 will cost less effort to compose with extra code and integrate into the host system? As an illustrative example, consider the case where K is the specification of an optimized compiler for full Pascal, C 0 is an unoptimized compiler for full Pascal and C 1 is an optimized compiler for a subset of Pascal; the question before us is, is it easier/ more cost effective to use C 0 or C 1 to satisfy K? Notwithstanding the fact that the choice is fairly obvious in this case, one can imagine situations where there are more than two candidates, and where the nuances between the functional properties of the candidates are so subtle that no candidate stands out clearly.
Making reuse vs. development decision.
If we consider the problem discussed above and imagine that we have determined that C 0 costs less to integrate, we still have to decide whether integration of C 0 costs less than developing a solution to K from scratch. Imagine a situation where the optimizations that are required by K are very detailed and very specific, and some of the information required to perform these optimizations is not visible on the output of compiler C 0 ; then the only way to implement the required optimizations is to redo the compilation, which means that we have to obviate C 0 altogether. Even though C 0 is the optimal option among available candidates, it is not close enough to K -so that it is more economical to develop a solution to K from scratch than to try to compose C 0 .
Our approach consists in using measures of functional distance to assist with both decisions: the choice of an integration option among two candidates is done by comparing the distances (K; C 0 ) and (K; C 1 ), for some measure of distance ; the decision of whether to reuse the selected component (say, C 0 ) or develop a new product from scratch could, in principle, be modeled by comparing the distances (K; C 0 ) and (K; ), where (the empty relation)
represents the specification of a component that has no functional features whatsoever (universal lower bound of the refinement ordering).
The issue that we propose to address now is: how can we define a measure of functional distance that allows us to answer the two questions discussed above? We propose an experiment whose objective is to identify such a measure.
The rationale behind using functional distance is the premise that if K is closer to C than to C 0 (by some appropriately chosen measure of functional distance) then it takes less effort to compose C than to compose C 0 for the purpose of satisfying specification K. Our experiment will achieve two goals: first, it will enable us to identify a measure of distance that is a credible candidate for modeling the decisions at hand; second, it will provide empirical evidence to support our rationale, by exhibiting a significant correlation between the choices made by the selected measure of distance and actual observations.
Selecting Measures of Distance
Given a specification K for a functional requirement that we wish to fulfill by a software component, and given a candidate software component C, we are interested in evaluating the distance between K and C so as to compare C to other possible candidates. We must define our measure of distance in such a way that it reflects integration effort as faithfully as possible. To this effect, we define five candidate measures of distance, and we run an experiment which consists in analyzing the correlation between the measures of distance and integration effort; then, we select the measure of distance that exhibits the highest correlation. For each candidate measure, we will discuss in turn:
1. The objective we wish to achieve.
2. The rationale of the objective with respect to estimating integration effort.
3. The definition of the measure.
4. An explanation of why the proposed measure achieves the stated objective.
5. A discussion of the concept of proximity embodied by the proposed measure.
While the rationale (item 2) relates the objective (item 1) to the goal of estimating integration effort, the explanation (item 4) relates the objective to the definition (item 3). For all these discussions, we let K be the target specification and C be a candidate integration component.
Functional Deficit
Objective. We want a measure that reflects how much functional features must be added to C to satisfy K. Rationale. The more functional features we must add to C, the more effort is required. Definition. The functional deficit of component C with respect to specification K is the specification denoted by (K; C) and defined by (K; C) = K (K u C):
Justification. The term (K u C) represents all the functional requirements of K that are fulfilled by C; hence K (K u C) represents all the functional requirements of K that are left unfulfilled by C. These represent the deficit of C with respect to K. Note that because K w (K u C) (property of lattices), the first term of the expression refines the second term, hence the refinement difference operator can indeed be applied.
Proximity.
We consider that C is closer to K than C 0 modulo functional deficit if and only if (K; C 0 ) w (K; C):
Functional Excess
Objective. We want a measure that reflects how much functional features of C are irrelevant to K. Rationale. It is important to minimize irrelevant features of C because such features may distract the programmer from important requirements of K, and because excess features increase the complexity of C (without making it more worthwhile for the purposes of K), will increase its understanding burden, will create a specialization task (specializing C to the requirements of K), and will complicate the integration code that interacts with it.
Definition. The functional excess of component C with respect to specification K is the specification denoted by (K; C) and defined by (K; C) = C (K u C):
Justification. The term (K u C) represents all the functional features of C that are relevant to K; hence C (K uC) represents all the functional features of C that are irrelevant to K. These represent the deficit of C with respect to K. Note that because C w (K u C) (property of lattices), the first term of the expression refines the second term, hence the refinement difference operator can indeed be applied.
Proximity.
We consider that C is closer to K than C 0 modulo functional excess if and only if (K; C 0 ) w (K; C):
Refinement Distance
Objective. We want to minimize both the requirements of K that are left unfulfilled by C and the features of C that are irrelevant to K.
Rationale. According to the discussions of the previous two measures of distance, both of these quantities ought to be minimized.
Definition. The refinement distance between specification K and component C is the specification denoted by %(K; C) and defined by (when the join exists):
Explanation. The join can be interpreted as the sum of its terms, hence we are minimizing the sum of the functional deficit and the functional excess.
Proximity. We consider that C is closer to K than C 0 modulo refinement distance if and only if %(K; C 0 ) w %(K; C):
Here, we define the refinement distance between two specifications as the join (sum) of their functional deficit and functional excess; the following proposition (due to [36] ) brings us full circle, to the definition of symmetric refinement difference. (A u B) represents precisely the information that is common to A and B; they must certainly come from (A (AuB)) and (B (AuB)).
Refinement Vector
We obtain another measure of distance if instead of adding up (with the join operator) the functional deficit and the functional excess, we formed a vector with them, on which we define a lexicographic ordering (comparing the first entries; in case of ties comparing the second entries).
Objective.
The measure of refinement distance seeks to minimize functional excess and functional deficit by minimizing their join (i.e. their sum). By contrast, the measure of refinement vector seeks to minimize these two measures individually; in addition, recognizing that it is perhaps more crucial to minimize functional deficit than functional excess, it minimizes the former, then in case of a tie the latter.
Rationale. We rationalize this objective by contrast with refinement distance: by minimizing a vector rather than a sum (join), we ensure that a candidate outranks another if it outranks it on individual criteria. This is analogous to ranking candidates by means of two criteria, say x and y, by contrast with ranking them by a single criterion, say x+y. The difference is that in the latter method a candidate that fares poorly on one criterion may catch up on the other, whereas in the former method the performance of each candidate on each criterion is taken into consideration separately. We expect the refinement vector to define a more partial ordering that refinement distance: except for cases where refinement distance is not defined (because of the join) if a candidate outranks another by refinement vector, then it outranks it with refinement distance.
Definition. The refinement vector between specification K and component C is the pair made up of the functional deficit and the functional excess between K and C; we denote it by (K; C) and define it by (K; C) = (K; C) (K; C) :
Explanation. This definition clearly reflects the objectives put forth above.
Proximity. We consider that component C is closer to specification K than component C 0 if and only if
This is merely the lexicographic ordering on the refinement vector.
Refinement Ratio
Objective. We want a measure that allows to minimize functional deficit; among candidates that minimize functional deficit, we want to minimize refinement distance.
Rationale. It is well known that an efficient way to obtain a good precision and recall in a retrieval operation is to apply a method with good recall, followed by a method with good precision. This provides the rationale for refinement ratio, on which we define the lexicographic ordering: by minimizing functional deficit we achieve good recall because it is very unlikely that the optimal component does not minimize functional deficit; by subsequently minimizing refinement distance we achieve good precision because it is very unlikely that the optimal component, among those that minimize functional deficit, does not minimize functional excess (a term in refinement distance).
Definition. The refinement ratio between specification K and component C is the pair made up of the functional deficit and the refinement distance between K and C; we denote it by (K; C) and represent it by (K; C) = (K; C)
This is merely the lexicographic ordering on the refinement ratio.
We summarize these measures of distance in the following table.
Name Denotation Formula Proximity
Functional Deficit
In the sequel, we investigate which of these five measures of functional distance is a best predictor of integration effort;
to this effect, we discuss means to assess the integration cost of a component C to satisfy specification K.
Assessing Integration Effort
In order to correlate our measures of functional distance to the effort required to integrate a software component into a system, we establish independent means to assess the integration effort. We consider a component C, which we wish to integrate in a system S to satisfy some specification K. We have identified four dimensions of complexity in this task, that can account for the integration effort:
1. Preprocessing. This dimension reflects the amount (complexity) of processing that must be applied to the inputs of K so that they satisfy the precondition of C.
2.
Postprocessing. This dimension reflects the amount (complexity) of processing that must be applied to the outputs of C so that they satisfy the postcondition of K.
3. Alternate Processing. This dimension reflects the amount (complexity) of processing that must be applied to inputs of K that are not handled by C. 4 . Parameterization. If component C is much more generic than the requirement of specification K, then it must be specialized by setting generic parameters of C; if the gap between C and K is large, this step may involve a non-trivial amount of work, culminating in a programming-like task.
For each one of these dimensions, we define a COCOMO-like [3] discrete scale that ranges from VL to VH (sometimes the range of values is wider); put together, the four dimensions define a partial ordering between candidate components that compete to satisfy a given specification K. A component C is deemed better than a component C 0 if and only if the entries found for the integration of C to satisfy K are smaller than or equal to (one by one) the entries found for the integration of C 0 to satisfy K. For the sake of illustration, we discuss briefly how we rate one category of integration effort, namely preprocessing.
We consider that there are five categories of inputs, which we denote by A, B, C, D and E, which we assume to be ordered by inclusion (Figure 4 ). We assume that the input domains of components and querys can be either A, B, C, D or E. In light of this assumption, we draw a two-dimensional table which establishes effort ratings for preprocessing depending on how much gap there is between the precondition (input domain) of the query and that of the candidate component. If the candidate component has a larger domain than the query, then no preprocessing effort is required, yielding the rating VL (Very Low); if it is smaller, the rating depends on how much smaller it is. For our illustrative example, this yields the following table, where I K designates the input domain of the query, I C designates the input domain of the candidate component, and the ratings VL, L, N, H, and VH, stand for, respectively: very low, low, nominal, high, and very high.
Correlating Integration Effort to Functional Distance
Design of the Experiment
In order to select a measure of functional distance that best approximates integration effort, we ran a controlled experiment. For the purposes of analyzing the result of the experiment, we introduce the following definition, which attempts to measure to what extent two graphs look alike. It would be more appropriate to call this measure a distance between the graphs rather than a measure of similarity; we wont do that, however, because of the profusion of distances that we discuss in this paper. The experiment proceeds as follows.
1. We consider a set of twelve software components, C 0 ,. . . , C 11 , within a sample application domain. The example we have adopted is taken from [34] ; for the sake of illustration, we present below some sample component specifications from that example.
C 2 = f(x; y)jsimple(x)^correct(x; y)^peephole(y)^medium(y)g, C 4 = C 2 f(x; y)jstandard(x)^:simple(x)^y = unavailableg.
2. We consider a set of fourteen query specifications, K 0 , . . . , K 13 , within the same application domain. The example we have adopted is taken from [27] ; for the sake of illustration, we present below some sample query specifications from that example.
K 7 =f(x; y)jsimple(x)^correct(x; y)^globopt(y)^reduced(y)g f(x; y)jfull(x)^:standard(x)^y = incorrectg. K 11 = f(x; y)jfull(x)^:simple(x)^correct(x; y)^globopt(y)^reduced(y)g.
3.
For each specification K i , 0 i 13, and for each software component C j , 0 j 11, we analyze the cost of composing component C j to satisfy specification K i (according to the process described in section 4.3), and we rank components C j , 0 j 11 according to their integration effort to K i . For a given specification K i , this defines a partial ordering among candidate software components, which we represent in a graph.
The output of this step is a set of fourteen ordering relations between the twelve software components, one ordering relation for each specification K i , 0 j 13. Each ordering relation is represented by a graph on twelve nodes, labeled C 0 . . . , C 11 . 4. For each measure of distance , and each specification K i , we derive a partial ordering among the software components, which ranks the twelve components C j , 0 i 11 according to their proximity to K i , as measured by distance . This ordering is determined according to the following procedure: Given two software components C and C 0 , we derive the measures of distance (K i ; C) and (K i ; C 0 ), then we define the two logical formulas that stem from comparing these distances. Then we determine how to rank C and C 0 according to the truth value of these formulas:
The theorems that compare distances between candidate software components to specification K are expressed in first order logic using the formulas that we discussed in section 3; we establish them with the help of the automated theorem prover Otter ( c Argonne National Laboratory) [55] .
The outcome of this step is five sets of fourteen ordering relations on the twelve software components: for each of the five measures of distance, we obtain a set of fourteen graphs (one for each sample specification K i ) that rank the twelve components C j according to their proximity to K i with respect to the selected measure of distance. For the sake of illustration, we present in Figure 5 the five graphs that are derived by comparing the components to specification K 7 .
5. We consider the set of fourteen graphs found in step 3 and we compare them in turn (specification for specification) against the five sets of fourteen graphs found in step 4, to determine which set of fourteen graphs (among those found in step 4) resembles most the set of fourteen graphs found in step 3. The selected set indicates which measure of functional distance is the best predictor of integration effort. To assess the degree of resemblance between two graphs, we use three criteria: precision, recall and graph similarity. To define precision and recall, we view the selection of optimal software components as a retrieval operation, whereby the graph of integration effort (derived in step 3) shows the actual optimal components (namely the minimal nodes of the graphs) and the graphs of distance show the optimal nodes according to the selected distance; precision and recall are then derived from this retrieval perspective. For the sake of illustration, we show in Figure 6 the precision and recall obtained for each value of K by the measure of functional deficit. As for graph similarity, it is derived by considering, for a given distance , and a given specification K i , the number of arcs that the graph of integration effort and the graph derived from distance have in common. The average of graph similarities for all values of K i reflects how good distance is at predicting integration effort. The outcome of this step is the selection of an optimal distance as the best predictor of software integration effort.
Experimental Results
The table given in Figure 7 summarizes the average precision, recall and similarity obtained by each measure of distance, along with the associated standard deviations. Overall, functional deficit ranks first, since it ranks first with respect to precision (0.833), recall (0.903) and similarity (0.886). On the basis of our experimentation so far, we designate functional deficit as the best measure of distance to predict integration effort. It is followed by refinement vector in terms of precision and recall and by refinement ratio in terms of similarity and recall; the latter distances have criteria values that are not very far from each other. Refinement distance ranks fourth, and fares poorly with respect to all three criteria despite its distance-like mathematical properties. Functional excess ranks fifth with respect to all three criteria; while we do not dismiss it totally, the experimental evidence available so far does not bear out the importance of this factor. We explain the poor performance of functional excess by the fact that parameterization is not a prominent phenomenon in the components that we have used in this experiment; we expect it to play a more important role in object-oriented components, where classes are routinely inherited or instantiated as they are (re)used. 
Application: Predicting Adaptation Effort
Component Adaptation Decisions
With the advent of such modern software development practices as (white box) software reuse, software reengineering and reverse engineering, and with the continued predominance of software maintenance, it is abundantly clear that the prevailing software engineering paradigm nowadays is the adaptation of an existing software product to meet new requirements. In order to adequately support this process, we need means to estimate the manpower required to carry out this adaptation. Traditional software cost estimation models [3, 4] do make provisions for adaptation effort, but they are dependent on information that is usually unavailable ahead of time, and requires a great deal of expertise and experience to be estimated with precision. Also such models are usually based on empirical studies, are calibrated to specific development conditions, and can only be used within these conditions [29] . In this section, we discuss an analytical approach to the estimation of adaptation effort. Our method proceeds by analyzing the functional properties of the specification that must be satisfied, as well as the candidate software system that is being considered for adaptation. Unlike traditional cost estimation models, it does not produce concrete estimates of adaptation effort (in terms of person-months); rather, it produces comparative estimates, by ranking adaptation candidates in terms of their adaptation effort. Our method compares candidates by computing predefined measures of distance between the target specification (say, K) and adaptation candidates (say, C and C 0 ). The derivation of measures of distance as well as the comparison between distances is totally systematic; we have actually automated it using theorem proving technology. The rationale for using measures of functional distance to predict adaptation effort is very different from that which we invoked with regards to integration effort. Specifically, while integration effort depends on the functional gap between K and C (hence can reasonably be reflected by measures of functional distance), adaptation effort depends on structural differences between C and a solution to K. In other words, whether it is economical to adapt C to satisfy K depends on whether C has the same structure as (looks like) a solution to K. This means that while integration effort can be estimated by measures of functional distance, adaptation effort ought to be estimated by measures of structural distance. As we have discussed in section 1.1, these criteria are fairly orthogonal. In the context of program adaptation, the selection of adaptation candidates is based on structural distance rather than functional distance: it makes sense to adapt a sum program into a product program (never mind that their functions are totally distinct); it does not make sense to adapt an insertion sort into a quicksort (never mind that they compute the same function) -we are better off designing the quicksort program from scratch. It is tempting to conclude from this observation that we need original measures of structural distance to enable us to predict adaptation effort -but we resist this temptation, on the basis of two premises: first, one of the main advantages of functional measures of distance is that they abstract away much of the structural complexity of software artifacts, to capture only their essential functional features -hence they are fairly tractable, and can be used for complex artifacts; second, in order to measure the structural distance between two specifications, we need to refer to the structure of a possible solution to these specifications -which are not available unless we have already derived such solutions. Hence we will continue to use measures of functional distance between specifications, even when our objective is to assess structural proximity; our rationale is that, more often than not, when the functional distance between a program and a specification is short, the program can be adapted economically to satisfy the specification. In the sequel of this section, we briefly discuss an experiment which attempts to correlate measures of functional distance with adaptation effort; we discuss briefly what measures of distance we have selected for this purpose, how we estimate adaptation effort, then what statistical correlations we have found and which is the most reliable measure of distance for our purposes. By virtue of our foregoing discussion, we do not expect such correlations to be as high as they are for integration costs.
Measures of Functional Distance
In this section we introduce six measures of functional distance between specifications, which we consider as possible candidates for predicting adaptation effort. These measures differ by what aspect of functional distance they reflect. Just as we did in section 4.2, we will discuss, for each measure: the objective we are trying to achieve with this measure; then why this objective is relevant with respect to estimating adaptation effort; then how the measure is defined; then how the definition reflects the objective put forth earlier; and finally the criterion of proximity that the measure implies.
Functional Consensus
Objective. We want the measure to identify those candidates that maximize common functional features with the target specification, so as to minimize the amount of functional features that remain to be added (hence minimize the adaptation effort).
Rationale. We are assuming that if a specification K and a component C have a great deal of functional features in common, it is possible to adapt C to make it satisfy K, with minimal effort. We realize that the counter-examples we have discussed above fly in the face of this assumption, but we consider that in general there is some relation between functional distance and structural distance.
Definition. The functional consensus of two specifications K and C is the specification denoted by (K; C) and defined by (K; C) = K u C:
Unlike traditional measures of distance, this measure increases as arguments grow closer and decreases as they grow apart. Had the refinement ordering had a universal upper bound, say U, we would have inverted this measure by defining it as U (K u C) -but it does not.
Explanation. For an explanation of this measure of distance, one may consult the extensive discussions of sections 2.3 and 3.1.
Proximity. Specification K is deemed to be closer to component C than to component C 0 if and only if (K; C) w (K; C 0 ):
Functional Deficit
Objective. Identify components that minimize the functional requirements of K that are left unfulfilled by C.
Objective's rationale. We expect that the adaptation effort increases with the amount of functional features that must be added to C to satisfy K. The rationale for this measure is weaker for component adaptation than it is for component integration, because in program adaptation we recognize that we must be minimizing structural distance -but we are instead minimizing functional distance as a pragmatic alternative.
Definition. This measure has already been defined, in section 4.2.
Definition's rationale. As we discussed in section 4.2, this definition reflects the functional requirements of K that are left unfulfilled by C.
Proximity. The definition of proximity is the same as that given in section 4.2.
Functional Excess
Objective. Identify components that minimize the functional features of C that are irrelevant to K.
Objective's rationale. Focusing on maximizing fulfilled requirements (as does functional consensus) or on minimizing unfulfilled requirements (as does refinement difference) misses an important aspect of program adaptation: Much of the adaptation effort is spent trying to understand the component and trying to identify how to modify it to satisfy the target specification [18, 33, 46] . Hence not only do we need to minimize information of K that is left unfulfilled by C, we also need to minimize information of C that is irrelevant to K. Such information is likely to distract the programmer and waste her time understanding functional details of C that are, ultimately, irrelevant to satisfying K. Note that this rationale is totally different from that which we presented for software integration: in software integration functional excess fosters specialization/parameterization tasks, whereas in software adaptation it fosters program analysis overhead.
Definition's rationale. As we discussed in section 4.2, this definition reflects the functional features of C that are irrelevant to K.
Refinement Distance
Objective. Identify components that minimize the functional requirements of K that are left unfulfilled by C as well as the functional features of C that are irrelevant to K.
Objective's rationale. The rationale of this objective can be inferred from the rationale of the two measures of distance which make up its pedigree: functional deficit and functional excess. By seeking to minimize the join of these two distances rather than minimize each one individually, we are trading recall for the sake of precision: if a component minimizes functional deficit and functional excess then it minimizes refinement distance -but not vice-versa.
Definition's rationale. As we discussed in section 4.2, this definition reflects the functional features of C that are irrelevant to K and the functional requirements of K that are left unfulfilled by C.
Functional Tangent
Objective. We want to identify components that minimize functional excess while maximizing functional consensus.
Objective's rationale. The rationale for this objective stems from those of functional excess and functional consensus.
Definition.
The functional tangent between a specification K and a component C is denoted by (K; C) and defined by (K; C) = (K; C) (K; C) :
Definition's rationale. The rationale for this definition stems from the definition of the measure of functional tangent, as well as the definition of proximity, given below.
Proximity. We consider that specification K is closer to component C than to component C 0 if and only if
To reflect this interpretation of proximity, we refer to the first entry of the functional tangent as the numerator and refer to the second entry as the denominator. We have chosen to apply a cartesian ordering (simultaneous inequality between both entries) rather than a lexicographic ordering (comparison on the first entry, then in case of a tie, on the second entry), because we want to consider that the entries are equally important.
Functional Ratio
Objective. We want to identify components that minimize refinement distance while maximizing functional consensus.
Objective's rationale. The rationale for this objective stems from those of refinement distance and functional consensus.
Definition. The functional ratio of specifications K and C is the vector denoted by (K; C) and defined by (K; C) = %(K; C) (K; C) :
Definition's rationale. The rationale for this definition stems from the definition of the measure of functional ratio, as well as the definition of proximity, given below.
Before we analyze these distances to select an optimal candidate, we summarize our definitions of distance in the following table.
Name Denotation Formula Proximity Functional Consensus
In order to assess how well each of these measures of functional distance predicts actual adaptation effort, we design an experiment, which involves the same set of components and queries as the previous example (Section 4). Only this time, instead of assessing how much integration effort is required to compose a component to satisfy a query, we will attempt to estimate instead how much modification effort is required for the same purpose. In other words, whereas in the study of Section 4 we were concerned with satisfying a query by a component taken as a black box, in this section we consider that we have access to the source code of the component and that we may modify it internally to satisfy the query specification. For each measure of distance, and for each specification K, we compute all the distances between K and the twelve components. Then for each measure of distance we order the twelve components according to their distance to K. For a measure of distance, say d, and a specification K, we consider in turn each pair of components, say C and C 0 and generate the two logical formulas:
According to the truth value of these formulas, we decide whether C is closer to K than C 0 , farther, equally close, or non-comparable. Given that we have fourteen specifications, twelve components, and six measures of distance, this generates no less than 22 176 formulas, which we reduce considerably because: 1) many of the distances are built by various combinations of three elementary distances (functional consensus, refinement difference, and functional excess); 2) the vector distances (tangent and ratio) can be derived from considering how their numerators and denominators rank components; 3) many theorems can be inferred from previously proven theorems and from the ordering that exists between components; 4) whenever one distance refines the other and is clearly distinct, we do not check the opposite inequality; 5) whenever the distances prove to be equal, we do not prove inequalities; 6) because the refinement ordering is transitive, we can infer many ordering relationships by transitivity. Nevertheless, this is a labor-intensive task that involves a great deal of interaction between the theorem prover (Otter, c Argonne National Laboratory [55] ) and a human operator (the first author).
For the sake of illustration, we show below the graphs that rank component proximity to specification K 7 with respect to functional deficit and with respect to functional tangent (Figure 8 ).
Assessing Adaptation Effort
In order to define a reference which we use to compare our measures of distance, we have derived, for each specification K, a ranking of all the components by estimated adaptation effort. Given that the components and the specifications are all (various versions of) Pascal compilers, we have derived this ranking by considering, for each specification and each component C, what parts of C must be modified to accommodate specification K, and to what extent they must be. The parts that we have isolated are: the lexical analyzer (affected whenever the vocabulary changes), the syntactic analyzer (affected whenever the syntax changes), the semantic analyzer (affected whenever new semantic Module C 0 C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 C 7 C 8 C 9 C 10 C 11 features are added or old features are reinterpreted), the global optimizer (aff ected whenever C does not satisfy K's requirements in terms of global optimization) the code generator (affected whenever there are semantic differences between C and K, or the target machine language is changed), and the peephole optimizer (affected whenever C does not satisfy K's requirements in terms of peephole optimization). Also, we have made provisions for an additional entry, which represents additional code that may be added to an existing compiler (and does not necessarily affect existing code). For each specification K and each compiler C, we fill each of the entries (that correspond to compiler parts) by a discrete rating that ranges from VL (Very Low) to VH (Very High), where VL represents no modification is required and VH represents this part must be rewritten completely. For the sake of illustration, consider the table of figure 9 , in which we estimate (by a set of discrete scales) the adaptation effort required on each of the twelve components, to satisfy the query specification K 1 . For each value of K, the seven-rating vector that we assign to the components defines a partial ordering between these components, whereby a component ranks lower (i.e. requires less adaptation effort) than another if all its entries are less than or equal to those of the other. For each value of K, we draw a graph that reflects the ordering relation so defined. For K 1 , for example, we consider the columns of the table given in figure 9 , compare them pairwise, and derive the ordering relation (on set fC 0 ; C 1 ; : : : C 11 g) represented in the matrix of figure 10 . The graph that corresponds to this matrix representation is given in Figure 11 . This graph suggests that the components that cost least to modify to satisfy K 1 are: C 0 , C 3 , C 6 , C 7 , and C 9 . These are the minimal nodes in the graph. For the sake of further illustration, we show in Figure 12 how the twelve components are ordered with respect to their required adaptation effort to K 7 . By considering this graph against those derived from functional deficit and functional tangent (Figure 8) , we find that all three graphs show C 9 and C 11 to be minimal. This yields a precision and recall of 1; this is an ideal situation, of course, that does not always arise. 
Correlating Adaptation Effort to Functional Distance
Raw Data
Upon analyzing the graphs that we obtain with the six measures of functional distance, we find the following observations:
For all values of K, the graph of functional consensus is merely the inverted version of the graph of functional deficit. In proposition 6, we have found that the refinement difference operator is anti-monotonic with respect to its second argument, whence we infer that if (K; C) w (K; C 0 ) then (K; C 0 ) w (K; measures of distance, that all fourteen values of K were unable to distinguish. Also, we were unable to derive a graph for the adaptation effort for specifications K 9 and K 10 , hence we had to delete them from further consideration.
Experimental Results
The first criteria that we use to rank measures of distance is the precision and recall with which these measures identify minimal (with respect to adaptation effort) components: For each measure of distance and for each specification K, we consider the set of components C i that this measure identifies as being minimal, and we compare this set against the minimal elements in the adaptation effort graph for the same specification K. This allows us to assess the precision and recall with which the distance in question retrieves optimal adaptation candidates. By considering the average precision and recall for all the values of specification K, we get an assessment of the precision and recall associated with that particular measure of functional distance. For the sake of illustration, we show in Figure 13 A preliminary analysis shows that functional tangent has the best recall and functional consensus has the best precision. Another clear conclusion is that refinement distance, despite all its distance-like properties, is faring very poorly, with the worst precision and the worst recall. We reserve final judgment to the next subsection, when we have had a chance to compare measures of distance with respect to another criterion. The criteria of precision and recall are useful, because they are meaningful from an information retrieval point of view (we can all understand what it means to have a precision of 0.63, or a recall of 0.79). But there is more information in the graphs we have drawn than what precision and recall reflect: while precision and recall reflect how the various measures of distance select minimal elements, they tell little about how similar each graph is to the adaptation effort graph. In this section we are interested in assessing how the graphs of functional distance are similar to the graphs of adaptation effort. To this effect we use the measure of similarity between graphs (defined in Definition 5). Overall, functional deficit and functional consensus rank first, since they rank first with respect to precision and similarity and a (close) second with respect to recall. They are followed by functional tangent, which ranks first in recall and a close second in similarity as well as a distant second in precision. Functional excess ranks third on all counts, and refinement distance along with functional ratio rank last on all counts.
These results raise a number of observations: first, we observe that functional consensus, which ranks as the best measure, is also the easiest to compute; second, we observe that functional ratio, which ranks last, is also the hardest to compute (a very complex formula); third, we can credit functional consensus for not only being first, but probably also for causing functional tangent to be second -if we observe that functional tangent is the combination of functional excess (which ranks third) and functional consensus; fourth, refinement distance, which behaves exactly like a distance (satisfies all the properties of distance) gives poor results in practice. On a less anecdotal note, we were expecting measures such as functional excess and refinement distance to fare much better, because these penalize programs which are hard to read (include much information that is irrelevant to the specification at hand); given that program understanding is known to be a predominant cost factor in software adaptation, we were expecting these measures to be better at predicting adaptation effort. We will need to pursue experimentation, to bear our intuition out or disprove it.
Prospects for Future Research
So far, we have defined some distance-like operations, we have used them to derive some measures of distance, and we have run experiments to assess the relevance of our measures of distance with respect to pragmatic decisions in the practice of software engineering. Much remains to be done to exploit the full potential of these results, and to analyze their overall ramifications. We envision to extend in the framework of this paper, by focusing our attention on the following questions.
Further Experimentation
While the statistical results we have found in our experimental investigation are fairly encouraging (retrieval precisions of up to 83%, retrieval recall of up to 90%, for a method that only looks at functional requirements and makes no hypotheses on the adaptation/integration process), we are not sure that we can use them to select an optimal measure of distance once and for all. It is possible that experiments that involve other application domains, other sets of queries, other library configurations, other patterns of integration/adaptations (hence other means to assess adaptation/integration costs) produce significantly different results; hence we envision to continue further experimentation linking our measures of distance with practical decision making. Note that experimentation is very time consuming: the experiment reported in section 5 involves no less than twenty two thousand formulas, which we have reduced to about one thousand -still a major undertaking, even with the support of theorem provers. In practice, because we have only one query (vs 12 in the experiment), only one measure of distance (vs 6 in the experiment), and because we are only interested in the minimal elements of the distance graphs (rather than drawing the whole graph), we have much less work to do to compute an optimal decision. We do not expect the outcome of our extensive experimentation to be the selection of a single measure of distance for all cases, all applications, or all circumstances. What is most likely, perhaps, is a set of guidelines for what measure to use for any set of circumstances; we expect to have firm guidelines to this effect by the end of our project term.
Exploitation of Experimental Results
So far, we have used analytical arguments to define measures of distance, and statistical arguments to assess our candidate choices or justify them. We propose to use statistical results to define new measures of distance, by factoring elementary operations that appear to produce the best estimation in practice. Also, because the proposed measures of distance are partial, it may be worthwhile to apply them in sequence in order to force a discrimination between candidates that remain unordered; this, again, can be achieved by extensive experimentation. For example, if 0 , 1 , 2 ... is the ranking of measures of distance from best down, then we may want to apply 0 first, then (in case it returns more than one optimal candidate), we apply 1 to the set of optimal candidates, then (in case 1 does not reduce the sample to a single candidate), we apply 2 , etc. Alternatively, we can rank measures of distance in such a way that the first measures ( 0 , 1 ) have the highest recall and the last measures ( n?1 , n ) have the highest precision.
Extension to Other Paradigms
So far, we have applied our measures of distance to software components that represent plain input/output functions written in traditional algorithmic languages. We are considering to extend our definitions of distance to deal with objects/modules, represented in object-oriented programming languages. While in principle much of the discussion of this paper can be carried over to object specifications (which we can represent by relations [45] ), the move to objectoriented programming has a number of profound implications, of which we mention two: First, because inheritance and instantiation are prevalent mechanisms in object-oriented programming (and in OOP-based software reuse), we anticipate that a measure of distance such as functional excess, which played a minor role so far, will prove to be a good predictor of integration/adaptation effort; this will undoubtedly change the ranking of measures of distance rather substantially. The second implication deals with the way in which we assess integration effort: whereas for simple functional component we consider preprocessing, postprocessing, alternate processing and parameterization, for object-oriented components we must consider the following aspects.
1.
Preprocessing. Transforming inputs of K so that they satisfy the preconditions of C.
2.
Postprocessing. Transforming the outputs of C so that they satisfy the postconditions of K.
3. Adding New Methods. Adding methods that are required by K but unavailable in C. 4 . Renaming. Renaming methods to meet the input requirements of K; this could be viewed as an instance of preprocessing.
5.
Inheritance. Specification K can be satisfied by inheriting properties of C, perhaps subsequently enriching the inherited class.
6. Instantiation. Specification K can be satisfied by taking an instance of the generic class C.
To this effect, we are currently running an experiment whose purpose is to assess the effectiveness of the measure of functional deficit (which we have selected in the previous experiment: section 4.4) in predicting the cost of integrating objects into host systems. In the sequel, we discuss some of the relevant details of this experiment, including how to represent specifications of objects, what library to run our experiment on, and how to formulate queries to this library.
Relational Specifications of Objects
The key discriminating difference between input output routines (such as, e.g. compilers) and objects (such as stacks, queues, sets, bags) is that while the former produce outputs depending exclusively on their inputs, the latter carry an internal state, which affects how they react to a given input. The output of a compiler is determined exclusively by the input it receives (in the form of a source program); by contrast, the output of a stack for a given input (e.g. operation top) depends on the current state of the stack. If our relational background is to be used for the purposes of assessing COTS integration costs of objects, then we need to develop a capability for representing object specifications by means of relations. Such a capability has been discussed in some detail by Skuce and Mili in [45] ; in this paper, we content ourselves with a very summary description of this specification model. An object specification is represented by a triplet of the form (X; Y; R), where
Sample Queries
We consider specifications that no element of the library satisfies, but more than one element may satisfy -provided we add some glue code or some wrap-up code around it. The question that we wish to address is: whether the measure of functional deficit presented above (section 3) can help us identify which of the many candidate components will require least integration effort. To this effect, we must propose a set of sample specifications that no library component satisfies, analyze the integration effort of all the library components with respect to these specifications, identify those whose integration effort is minimal -then check whether these components are the same as those that functional deficit determines to be closest to the specifications at hand. The representation of the queries to the library does raise some difficulties with terminology, which we illustrate by the following example: To add an item, one uses the term push for a stack, enqueue (or a dequeue) for a queue or a dequeue, add for a set or a bag, and insert for a list. Hence the language in which we represent queries must be orthogonal to all these vocabularies and must be readily translatable to them. Because we cannot think of a word for add that is not already used for one Booch component or another (the same applies for other words, such as remove, check for empty, check the size, etc), we have resolved to define the vocabulary of queries in a foreign language -namely French. When a query is matched against a library component, a special function is applied to map the method names from the query language to the vocabulary of that component; we have one function for each (family of) component(s 
Extension to Other Specification Notations
While we have developed our mathematical background using relational specifications, we can in fact apply most of our results to other specification notations, by taking their definition of refinement ordering and working our way up from there. We would consider lattice properties that stem from the refinement ordering, from which we derive the elementary operations of distance, namely: the greatest lower bound; the refinement difference; and the symmetric refinement difference. All the other measures are derived by combinations of these. It is possible to derive a suite of measures of functional distance for popular specification languages, such as Z, Resolve and Larch; mathematical formulae that show how to derive these measures of distance by syntactic analysis of the specification languages at hand.
Automated Support
Automated support is clearly needed to assess and compare measures of distance between candidate components and a given user query. Also, because we expect the definition of the various circumstances under which each suite of measures are applied to be fairly complex, automated support is also needed to control the sequence of invocation of the measures of distance. One may raise the usual objection that this method relies on formal specifications, which practicing programmers may or may not be comfortable with. Our experience shows that these can be written at an arbitrary level of abstraction, with the following tradeoff: if specifications are detailed, then we gain discriminating power between components, and improve retrieval precision; if specifications are abstract, then we save specification effort (a human endeavor) and theorem proving effort (a computer-supported task). We are considering to develop an automated system that elicits information from the user to decide what measures of distance to deploy and in what sequence, then controls the invocation of these measures of distance until the optimal decision is computed; this system would be built on top of a theorem prover, and analyze relational specifications written in first order logic (consult [34] for a sample).
Explore Other Applications of Distance
Our measures of distance can be used, in practice, to make decisions that arise in software engineering, such as: selecting an optimal component in a reuse library; selecting an optimal component among a set of integration candidates; selecting an optimal component among a set of adaptation candidates; deciding whether to satisfy a given set of requirements by adapting/reengineering an existing component or by tailor-made development from scratch; deciding whether to satisfy a given set of requirements by integrating/packaging an existing component or by tailor-made development from scratch. In the current state of the art, most of these decisions can be quantified by means of software cost models. Such cost models are not a good fit for the situations described above, for two diametrically opposed reasons: first they require much more information than what is available at decision time; second, they yield results that are much more detailed than what is needed to make the decision. Specifically, Traditional Cost Models Require Too Much Information, much of is unavailable at decision time. Details such as estimated line count equivalent of a proposed adaptation, or estimates of design modified, code modified, integration modified, are often difficult to derive. To derive them with any degree of confidence, one must put a great deal of experience and expertise to bear, which mobilizes expensive human resources, or must make significant progress in developing candidate solutions -which defeats the purpose of the whole exercise.
Traditional Cost Models Produce Too Much Information, much of it is unnecessary for the purposes of the proposed decision. In order to select an optimal adaptation solution among two possible candidates, we do not need to have exact estimates of how many person months each solution requires -we only need to know which one costs less.
In addition, cost models are generally narrowly calibrated to specific types of projects and are very unpredictable outside the narrow confines of their application domains. Against this background, our approach appears to be an ideal tradeoff for the decisions that we discuss above: It relies exclusively on requirements information, which is available when the decisions in question must be taken; it is automatable, allowing for efficient decision making as well as arbitrarily extensive what-if analysis; it produces carefully justified comparisons (based on formally defined criteria), which can be used for knowledgeable decision making. While we have focused exclusively on using measures of functional distance to estimate /compare integration costs and adaptation costs, we do not exclude that measures of distance may have wide ranging applications in software engineering. We have briefly discussed some of them in this paper, and we don't exclude that there may be others.
Conclusion
Summary
In this paper, we have presented some mathematical background that we use to define measures of functional distance between relational program specifications. Unlike traditional measures of distance, ours takes their value in a partially ordered set (rather than the set of real numbers), and can be used to capture various aspects of similarity (proximity) between requirements specifications. We have shown that while the definition of these measures of distance may seem arcane, it is actually significantly correlated with pragmatic decisions that arise in the practice of software engineering, and can be used as a basis for quantifying these decisions. We have presented experiments that highlight these statistical relationships, and can be used as blueprints for computer assisted tools that support these decisions. Also, we have identified situations where the proposed background can be deployed to fill gaps in the software engineering practice, by complementing existing models and methods.
Assessment
We have found the exercise of developing original measures of functional distance most rewarding, as the measures we have found have a wide range of distance-like properties, even though they are defined in a totally different manner from traditional distances. Our definitions of distance are based on the lattice structure that the refinement ordering confers relational specifications. Interestingly, we find that these measures of distance are not specific to specifications, and can in fact be defined on any lattice structure -hence our results have mathematical ramifications in addition to their ramifications in software engineering. Even though our measures of distance appear esoteric, we have been able to correlate them rather significantly with very pragmatic decisions that arise in the practice of software engineering. We feel that there is a wide range of decisions in the practice of software engineering where the use of our measures of distance provides the proper cost/benefit tradeoff. Of course, we also recognize that it is premature to talk of using these results in the practice of software reuse, because first, more experimentation is needed to validate our results and perhaps refines them, and second, more work is needed to exploit the power of theorem provers for the purpose of deploying our measures of distance in practice. One may raise the usual objection that this method relies on formal specifications. Our experience shows that these can be written at an arbitrary level of abstraction, with the following tradeoff: if specifications are detailed, then we gain discriminating power between components, and improve retrieval precision; if specifications are abstract, then we save specification effort (a human endeavor) and theorem proving effort (a computer-supported task). Also, while our experimentation is computation intensive (proving several hundred theorems), this does not mean that application of our method is: while our experiment involves five measures of distance, deployment of our method involves only one, the measure of functional deficit; while our experimentation involves drawing the whole graph comparing all the candidate components, deployment of our method involves merely identifying minimal nodes of the graph -a substantially simpler task.
Related Work
Estimating Integration Costs
COTS-based software development is an emerging paradigm, because it embodies the much touted benefits of software reuse in terms of gains in quality, productivity, and time to market [9, 20, 44, 52, 51] . The shift from custom-tailored development to COTS-based composition is occurring in both production and maintenance activities; new systems are built from existing COTS products, tailored where possible, augmented where necessary.
In COTS-based development, as in traditional software development, economic considerations play a pivotal role: decisions such as the choice of a COTS product among a set of candidates, the choice of a COTS-based architecture among a set of alternatives, or indeed the decision of whether it is best to use a COTS product or develop custom tailored software -all these decisions are taken on the basis of economic considerations [8, 30, 39, 53] .
Existing software cost models do make provisions for COTS-based software development [4] , and some models are actually geared towards estimating costs of COTS-based software development [1, 5, 14, 19, 50] . These models are deployed once the decision to use a COTS product has been made, and the specific COTS product to be used has been selected. Also, they depend on a great deal of expert knowledge, require a great deal of time and attention to detail, involve a wide range of fairly subjective criteria, use cost factors (such as estimated product size) that are very hard to estimate at decision time, are calibrated to specific application domains, and are expected to be iterated as the development project proceeds (hence are not expected to produce accurate estimates initially, when crucial decisions are to be taken).
Estimating Adaptation Costs
Predicting adaptation effort has been an active research area for some time. Both COCOMO [3] and COCOMO 2.0 [4] have models for predicting adaptation effort on the basis of estimates of the amount of work involved in the various phases of the adaptation effort. In [28] , Jorgensen investigates a number of predictive models for software maintenance task efforts (which can be understood to encompass adaptation), which derive cost estimates on the basis of three cost factors: the size of code inserted, the size of code deleted, and the size of code updated. Jorgensen analyzes and compares methods based on regression, neural networks and pattern recognition. In [2] , Basili et al report on a study to model and understand the cost of rework in a software reuse library; the cost of rework reflects some component intrinsic features, which also affect the cost of adaptation. Our approach differs from all of the above by the fact that it requires no preliminary estimates, uses available functional information -and that it produces a ranking of candidates rather than quantitative estimates.
Retrieving Assets in Reuse Libraries
In [35] , we had compiled a survey of software storage and retrieval methods, in which we have classified methods into six families: information retrieval methods, descriptive methods, operational semantics methods, denotational semantics methods, topological methods, and structural methods. We had advocated that it is best to compare methods within a class rather than across classes. To the extent that some aspects of our work can be viewed as dealing with component storage and retrieval, our methods would fall under the category of topological methods, i.e. methods that identify relevant components by minimizing some measure of distance to the query. In the sequel, we briefly discuss some alternative topological methods.
In [38] Ostertag, Hendler, Prieto-Diaz and Braun present an AI based library system called AIRS (AI-based Reuse System). The AIRS system is based on a hybrid approach, including the faceted index approach [42] and the semantic network approach [12, 54] . The retrieval method is based on the computation of similarity metrics which allow to compare either components or packages. In [47, 48] Spanoudakis and Constantopoulos introduce a conceptual modeling language (under the name TELOS) which is well adapted to the representation of software artifacts, specifically within the context of object-oriented analysis and design. Spanoudakis and Constantopoulos use this language to represent queries and assets, and define a measure of structural distance between queries and assets on the basis of an analysis of their TELOS representations. The distance they introduce is a weighted linear combination of four functions which reflect whether relevant entities in the query and the asset are identical and to what extent the query and the asset have common attributes via their shared subclasses and their shared super-classes. In [22, 23, 21] Girardi and Ibrahim introduce a structural measure of distance between software assets, and use it to perform retrieval in a software library. Library assets are represented using case-frame-like representations that are d erived from a declarative definition of the asset in natural language; and queries are derived in a similar fashion from an imperative definition of the desired requirements. The distance between a query and a candidate asset is defined by a linear combination of weighted terms, where each term corresponds to a slot of the case-frame. In [17] Faustle, Fugini and Damiani propose a classification and retrieval method for object-oriented repositories, based on the use of fuzzy logic. The approach is developed within the Ithaca application development environment [25] . The library, called Software Information Base (SIB), is organized according to the Telos knowledge representation language [31] ; SIB entries are Telos classes. Each class includes two kinds of knowledge: functional knowledge and teleological knowledge. Teleological knowledge relates a component with other entities [10] . A software description consists of a set of keyword pairs also called features, which describe the behavior of the asset. The number of features is unbound. Queries have the same structure as assets; they are represented by class attributes and software descriptions. Keyword pairs in a software description are weighted with fuzzy values which correspond to the degree of relevance of the keyword pairs for the user. Similarity between a query and a candidate asset is assessed in terms of a Confidence Value (CV), which represents a measure of distance. Faustle et al present a prototype that is used to perform an evaluation of their approach. The experiment presented is based on 87 C ++ , Smalltalk and Eiffel assets.
Formal specifications have been recognized as an important feature of any organized approach to component storage and retrieval for the purpose of reuse [26, 37, 40, 41, 43, 16, 49, 56, 57] . Implicit in most of the retrieval methods of software components is the idea that the retrieval algorithm attempts to identify those components of the library that minimize some measure of distance to the user query.
